Lake Redstone Protection District Survey 2022

Q17 Are there concerns that you would like to see the LRPD board
address in the future?
Answered: 72

Skipped: 140

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Increasing sediment coming into the lake on both sides of our property. The inlet is rapidly
filling in again since the dredging.

7/1/2022 9:43 AM

2

More no wake zones along shorelines that boats and jet skis drive to close to.

6/30/2022 8:26 AM

3

Beach clubs and piers, what are the logistics, who monitors, who is responsible for the
upkeep?

6/30/2022 7:14 AM

4

Individual property lot lines. They are no longer "clearly" marked just for visual purposes. I
think with them not being easily seen one could easily and possibly unknowingly start creeping
over onto their neighbors property, especially along the shoreline. Example - my neighbors pier
starts on his shoreline but it takes a sharp left in the direction of the open water and then he
has his boat lift to the left of that clearly on my shoreline property. My neighbor is in a cove so
I can understand why he would do that but I feel he should've at least asked me first before
doing so. My neighbors are nice people and I would like to keep things peaceful but I do feel
they're encroaching onto my shoreline property. I'm not sure what to do.

6/29/2022 9:17 PM

5

shoreline improvement volunteer opportunities

6/25/2022 3:02 PM

6

Aeration to move dying plants from bottom of main lake and increase oxygen levels

6/24/2022 10:20 AM

7

How to get more owners involved with solutions.

6/23/2022 9:52 PM

8

Solve beach club lots. And replace the fence so people know were they are?

6/23/2022 8:41 AM

9

How to stop erosion of properties. After all, it's honestly not worth creating a planted buffer
zone like we had if it's all going to slide into the lake with the mat, plants and a chunk of the
soil...

6/21/2022 4:30 PM

10

Primarily water clarity

6/21/2022 3:08 PM

11

Our hillside leading to the lake is washing away, the current grants focus on around homes and
within 25 feet of the lake. We need to also focus on the severe deterioration of the slopes
leading to the lake. I would guess a huge part of the issue with run off is from this problem.

6/21/2022 2:07 PM

12

Water clarity and boats with ballast tanks causing large wakes.

6/20/2022 4:17 PM

13

Boater/wave runner gas & oil leaks, homeowner education of using pool shock
tablets/solutions to clean their lake access stone steps, docks etc

6/20/2022 7:21 AM

14

Size and policing of boats on the lake.

6/17/2022 6:45 PM

15

Lake Redstone was dredged in the 80’s and again recently. Current owners are responsible by
paying huge extra taxes for 10 years. What about the owners who have come and gone in the
40 years between? Hindsight and all, a smaller tax for those 40 years would have been way
more equable. That is something to think about when this 10 year tax increase is fulfilled.
Also, while I am here, about the $25.00 sticker. Those of us who are on the lake paying the
superior taxes, would it be too much to get a free sticker? We are paying to maintain the lake
(i.e. the dredging). Currently we pay the same sticker price as anyone coming in from
anywhere! Just put one in with our tax bill!

6/16/2022 1:40 PM

16

No more than what you have already addressed.

6/16/2022 9:57 AM

17

Keeping boat traffic safe

6/15/2022 5:20 PM

18

It would be interesting to hear how the department of natural resources approves or does not
approve permits to do work on properties for shoreline restoration work (rip-rap mainly). Back in

6/14/2022 8:06 PM
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the day, DNR was very difficult to try to work with. Not sure if anything has changed (because I
pretty much gave up). 😔
19

I would like the LRPD to continue to focus on improved water quality and clarity and reduce
sediment entering the lake.

6/14/2022 9:23 AM

20

See above

6/14/2022 8:51 AM

21

We do not want to see Air BnB type rentals allowed at properties on the lake. We fear it will
change the culture and bring unwanted chaos to our otherwise pleasant home.

6/14/2022 7:56 AM

22

Sediment ponds, outdoor showers and pipes coming into lake from private properties and use
of wakeboard boats that cause very large waves.

6/13/2022 9:41 PM

23

Bouy placement policy affecting erosion and safety

6/13/2022 9:39 PM

24

No concerns. I am blown away by how hard the Board works for the rest of us slugs. Am very
appreciative.

6/13/2022 8:43 PM

25

Limiting the number of panfish t

6/13/2022 6:49 PM

26

No

6/13/2022 5:27 PM

27

Water clarity

6/13/2022 4:53 PM

28

the dwindling fish population

6/13/2022 4:11 PM

29

No

6/13/2022 4:11 PM

30

Consider no wake times for the lake to prevent erosions

6/13/2022 3:54 PM

31

No, I think the board is doing a good job.

6/13/2022 3:21 PM

32

prevention of eroding of land; reminders for neighbors to not use other neighbors' properties as
their personal storage facilities

6/13/2022 2:41 PM

33

Limit or ban use of Wake Boats on the lake.

6/11/2022 4:45 PM

34

see above - water safety and quality; boat and wave runner noise and speeds; raise prices and
better monitor use of lake by non-property owners; monitor and eliminate the illegal setting up
of multiple docks on one lot's property (there is a lot owner near us who "sold" 5' square pieces
of land on his property to two additional people who erected piers. This is going on in several
places and will ruin the serenity of the lake.

6/11/2022 1:29 PM

35

Not sure where this matter belongs, but why is beach club property being taken over by
homeowners? When I purchased my property, I was told that the shoreline areas to the right
were beach club. Now homesowners there have put their docks, water supplies, rip rap, etc. in
these areas making it appear the area belongs to them. Not fair!!! The areas in question are
where the police boat docks. Thank you.

6/10/2022 6:49 PM

36

Use and impact of 'wake' boats on lake

6/9/2022 9:04 PM

37

Water clarity.

6/9/2022 8:52 AM

38

Just the budget.

6/9/2022 6:50 AM

39

Runoff from surrounding fields and roadways which washes out parts of the property when
there is a heavy rain

6/8/2022 5:54 PM

40

None at this time

6/8/2022 2:47 PM

41

Runoff concern; Improvement of culverts/creeks going into Lake Redstone with rocks and
native plants

6/6/2022 11:19 AM

42

I see alot of runoff issues from road culverts that do not have a common design criteria to
minimize impact on the lake.

6/6/2022 8:30 AM

43

It is very difficult to engage contractors for needed improvements. I believe we have
addressed our particular waterflow project, but it wasn't easy to get the right contractor
engaged. We had some people look at it who, frankly, either didn't know what they were doing
or didn't care. I would pay for an LRPD Board endorsed engineering service. It would be
particularly valueable to have someone work with adjacent properties, at least for a plan.

6/6/2022 7:57 AM
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44

Clarity of the water

6/6/2022 7:47 AM

45

Controlling the population of non residents using lake especially in peak season. The bad
rental idea

6/5/2022 9:28 PM

46

The complete collapse of the fishery. I mean, seriously, what the heck has happened over the
last 5 years? It's turned into the Dead Sea. I haven't caught a "keeper" crappie in forever.
Stock all the stupid walleyes you want, something is not right in my lake.

6/5/2022 7:53 PM

47

See no. 17a Also we are concerned with the Town of LaVAlle's inconsistent bouy placement
policy which affects shoreline erosion as well as safety concerns for swimmers and boaters.
Why is the PRPD silent on the issue?

6/5/2022 10:34 AM

48

pumping basement and shower and clothes wash water into the lake

6/5/2022 9:07 AM

49

You've addressed them through the years..thanks

6/5/2022 9:04 AM

50

Again, pressure local and county officials to raise the daily parking fees for launching boats. A
percentage of that should come back to the Lake Redstone treasury to help offset future
dredging. The property owners alone should not be paying for regular maintenance and periodic
dredging for a public lake. The public should also be paying for it.

6/5/2022 8:06 AM

51

Noise from loud motors on the lake Boaters and jet skiers too close to boats, slow wake buoys
and the shoreline

6/4/2022 5:08 PM

52

Limits on size of wakes boats can make - large wakes from surfing can be problemsome to
other boaters as well as shoreline

6/4/2022 11:01 AM

53

Water clarity and fishery improvements

6/4/2022 10:11 AM

54

Shoreline protection Fish population

6/4/2022 9:02 AM

55

Wake boats

6/4/2022 8:29 AM

56

I think the LRPD board is ding a great job. Thank you for the support!

6/4/2022 7:48 AM

57

Shoreline erosion from big “wake boats”. No wake times; i.e. 8 p.m.-8 a.m.

6/4/2022 6:01 AM

58

Evaluate mandating switching over septic fields over to containment tanks

6/4/2022 5:48 AM

59

Clarity of water

6/3/2022 10:32 PM

60

Solving sediment issues in Redstone

6/3/2022 10:12 PM

61

Not that Ican think of.

6/3/2022 8:26 PM

62

Appreciate the survey about preserving and improving our lake

6/3/2022 7:48 PM

63

Implementation of project focused on improving water quality. Divert $$$$s being spent on
studies to implentation!!!!

6/3/2022 6:06 PM

64

I appreciate the work you are doing. Continue keeping us informed via newsletter and emails.

6/3/2022 6:00 PM

65

People move the no wake zone buoys farther into the lake fingers which causes more wake
zones which in turn results in more shoreline erosion. There should be stern rules around
moving these Bouys.

6/3/2022 5:47 PM

66

Dredging followup... shoreline has such extreme dropoffs and the muck near the shoreline
wasn't removed/addressed.

6/3/2022 5:26 PM

67

More involved with fishery too

6/3/2022 5:07 PM

68

Large wakes produced by boats have got to be causing considerable erosion along shorelines.
Is there interest in limiting the size/hp of watercraft? Spraying all the weeds along shorelines
has also eliminated a form of shoreline protection, our shoreline had a nice weed line along it
with a thick clay sediment bottom. The weeds are gone, the clay is gone and the bottom is all
rock. A considerable change in the lake environment in the last 40 years. Until you control the
large wake producers, and stop what appears to be the elimination of shoreline weeds,
shoreline owners need to armor stone their shoreline if they want to control erosion.

5/30/2022 7:50 PM

69

Runoff from Timmons Rd into Eagle Bay

5/25/2022 7:02 PM
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70

nothing I can thing of - keep up the great work!

5/20/2022 8:33 AM

71

No new ones

5/13/2022 8:27 AM

72

Improve water clarity in Lake Redstone.

5/6/2022 11:03 AM
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